Sudden Acceleration, Spaghetti
Software and Trauma at the
Kitchen Sink
by Dr Antony Anderson CEng FIEE/FIET FdiagE
Sudden un-commanded acceleration (UA) incidents in
automobiles have caused deaths, serious injuries and, in
some cases, have resulted in drivers being convicted of
vehicular homicide and receiving long prison sentences.
For instance, in 2003 Mary Hill of Orlando Florida
stopped her BMW at traffic lights and waited to turn left.
As she turned left the vehicle accelerated uncommanded
to just over 70 mph. As she braked the vehicle fishtailed,
left the road and crashed into a tree killing two teenage
passengers, one of whom was her own daughter. In 2005
she received a 15 year prison sentence, in spite of
producing as witnesses other BMW drivers who had had
similar experiences. She still languishes in jail.
It is a sad fact that if no physical damage to the cruise
control or electronic throttle can be found and if no fault
codes have been triggered, the courts tend to accept
prosecution arguments that the alleged UA incident must
have been caused by driver error. By such fallacious
argument, the burden of proof is reversed: the vehicle is
assumed innocent until proved guilty, rather than the
driver.

It is exceptionally difficult to prove intermittent electronic
malfunctions because these cannot normally be
reproduced to order. As far as workshop diagnosis is
concerned, dealers interrogate the vehicle on-board
diagnostic system which will show which fault codes have
been flagged up by the engine control software (triggered,
for example, by faulty sensors, or loose connectors.)
Unfortunately the software only detects those faults that it
is programmed to detect: therefore, failing to find fault
codes should not be assumed to mean no faults. As an
aside, many will have experienced a computer locking up
for no known reason. The cure is to switch off the
computer and re-start – whereupon the computer resets
automatically and works fine for many months until the
next incident. However, if a car experiences a UA incident
the driver cannot risk resetting the engine control
Electronic Control Unit (ECU) by switching the ignition off
and on without running the risk of even greater danger.
Cars, unlike speedboats or motorcycles, are not fitted with
kill switches that can be brought into action in an
emergency.1

Main Picture © G. Francel 2012 - Vehicle after double UA incident that was recorded on video
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As a result of Congressional hearings in early 2010, the US
National Highways Traffic and Safety Administration
(NHTSA) commissioned NASA to carry out a 10 month
study of UA in Toyota vehicles and the report was
published in redacted form in February 2011.
The report concluded:
“Due to system complexity …..and the many possible
electronic hardware and software system interactions, it
is not realistic to attempt to ‘prove’ that the ETCS-I2
cannot cause UAs3. Today’s vehicles are sufficiently
complex that no reasonable amount of analysis or
testing can prove electronics and software have no
errors. Therefore absence of proof that the ETCS-I
has caused a UA does not vindicate the system.”
The NASA investigators were clearly working here on the
sound basis that ‘absence of proof is not proof of absence’.
However, at the press conference when this report was
released, the then US Secretary of State for Transport Ray
La Hood contradicted the report and said:
“We enlisted the best and brightest engineers to study
Toyota's electronics systems, and the verdict is in. There is
no electronic-based cause for unintended high-speed
acceleration in Toyotas. Period."

This was taken at the time by most of the media to suggest
that Toyota electronic throttle control systems had been
absolved by NASA from any role in UA incidents. In fact,
NASA had reserved judgement because of the very
limited scope of the work they had been asked to do and
the limited time and money provided to carry it out.
Much has happened since the spring of 2011 when I
reported that hundreds of federal acceleration UA lawsuits
had been consolidated before Judge Selna in Santa Ana
California as a multi-district litigation( MDL). This was to
enable discovery to be undertaken on a once-and-for-all
basis for all cases coming within the scope of the MDL. As
part of the preparatory work by experts, Professor Todd
Hubing of Clemson University, a well-known expert in the
field of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), was tasked
to try to reproduce sudden acceleration incidents in the
laboratory and other experts were tasked to examine the
electronic throttle system architecture and the quality of
the software code used in the Toyota electronic throttle
control system.
The MDL litigation for economic damages incurred by
Toyota owners was settled out of court at the end of 2012
for $1.6 billion, leaving intact hundreds of lawsuits filed by
customers who claimed they had suffered personal
injuries after their cars accelerated out of control. It is
presumed that the MDL settlement came about partly
because Toyota did not wish to have any shortcomings of
their electronic throttle system that had been identified by
the experts brought out into public view.
With the economic damage issues out of the way, and the
work done by the experts now available to litigants, a
number of cases for personal injury and death came
before the US courts during 2013. The initial cases centred
on the failure to provide an electronic brake override
system that would trigger the vehicle into a limp home
mode in the event that the driver mistakenly pressed the
brake and the accelerator at the same time. Some brake
override cases were settled in favour of Toyota and some in
favour of the plaintiffs. It wasn’t until the Booker v. Toyota
case was heard in an Oklahoma court in October 2013 that
malfunctioning electronics became the central issue.
In September 2007 75 year old Jean Bookout had been
exiting an Oklahoma highway in her 2005 Toyota Camry
when it suddenly accelerated. Bookout was unable to stop
the car and it fell into a culvert injuring her and killing her
passenger and best friend Barbara Schwarz. Before she
died, Schwarz called her husband and said ‘Jean couldn’t get
her car stopped. The car ran away with us. There`s something
wrong with the car.’ Without this vital information, Toyota’s
various explanations in terms of an elderly driver
mistakenly pressing the accelerator pedal instead of the
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brake, a loose all-weather floormat entrapping the
accelerator pedal, or a sticky accelerator pedal might have
sounded plausible to a jury. However, the lawyers engaged
on behalf of Schwartz and Bookout started to investigate
the possibility that the root cause might lie in
malfunctioning throttle control electronics. And here is
where the MDL expert evidence became of critical
importance.
On the hardware front, Professor Todd Hubing and his
team at Clemson University had managed to induce
sudden acceleration incidents by means of EMI without
triggering any fault codes, something that Toyota had
claimed could not happen. On the software front, Dr
Michael Barr, a world expert in embedded computer
systems, was able to provide a very thorough critique of
the electronic throttle control software after having been
given permission to carry out a lengthy examination of the
Toyota Source Code in a locked room under the very
tightest of security conditions. His 800 page report used in
the Bookout case is still under lock and key, but his set of
slides presented to the jury and his testimony are available
on the internet and are well worth reading.4
Barr writes: ‘In a nutshell, the team led by Barr Group
found what the NASA team sought but couldn’t find: “a
systematic software malfunction in the Main CPU that opens the
throttle without operator action and continues to properly control
fuel injection and ignition” that is not reliably detected by any
fail-safe. “’. In other words if there was an electronic
malfunction it would not be reliably detected – and instead
of triggering the vehicle into limp home mode it would
open the throttle and cause a sudden acceleration and no
trace of the fault would be detectable afterwards.
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Toyota’s Mystery task X is not so mysterious after all
© Robert Bosch Gasoline Engine Management 3rd edition
2004 page 223
The Torque coordinator specifically coordinates external
torque demands (such as from the driver, cruise control
and transmission and stability control), internal torque
demands (such as engine starting, idling speed control,
engine speed limiting and component protection) and
efficiency requirements (starting, catalytic converter
heating and idling speed control). In my opinion, this is
precisely the same task as Task X! Barr talks in his
testimony in graphic images of spaghetti software and of
Task X being a ‘kitchen sink task’. Clearly he has in mind
the idea of someone being at the kitchen sink trying to
wash up in an orderly fashion when someone else dumps
an extra load of assorted dirty crockery and cutlery into
the sink completely dislocating the washing-up process.
It seems that this homely analogy struck home with the
jury.

Barr appears to have identified: amateur architectural
design; a failure to follow proper design guidelines for
safety critical systems, or even Toyota’s internal guidelines;
lack of protection of key variables, including that most key
variable the target throttle angle; no stack protection with
the possibility of accidentally overriding key program
variables; a critical task X that could be overwhelmed,
resulting in a wide open throttle condition. And so the
litany of claimed shortcomings went on.

Barr says: “the jury in Oklahoma found that Toyota owed
each victim $1.5 million in compensatory damages and,
owing to the software defects and inadequate fail safes, also
found Toyota acted with ‘reckless disregard’. The latter
legal standard meant the jury was headed toward
deliberations on additional punitive damages when Toyota
finally called the plaintiffs to settle (for yet another
undisclosed amount). “

When it came to discussing in the courtroom the
supposedly mysterious task X that had no name, the judge
cleared the court, except for the jury, presumably at the
request of Toyota. And to this day nobody, including Barr
is permitted describe task X. This, in my opinion, is
somewhat absurd because in the Robert Bosch Gasoline
Engine Management (3rd edition 2004), published by
John Wiley, the torque based structure of a generic
electronic throttle control is clearly shown in block
diagram form with a TORQUE COORDINATOR
identified.

The Bookout decision is likely to prove a landmark and it
throws the spotlight back where it properly belongs:
namely, onto the electronic and software malfunctions and
away from driver error. Toyota, for their part, seem now to
be trying to settle other outstanding death and injury cases
with as much speed as they can. Unfortunately, sudden
accelerations still occur, and automobile companies still
tend to blame the driver, witness this video example of a
double sudden acceleration dated November 16th 2012
in Stevenson Ranch California, which has attracted well
nearly 1.7 million viewings on U Tube.
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However it now seems to have dawned on the embedded
software community, who greatly respect Barr that
automobile electronic software can potentially kill and that
therefore they need to design their systems from now on
systematically in accordance with best practice in order to
provide an adequate degree of electronic functional safety.
Hopefully the Bookout verdict may eventually lead to an
overall review of how the automobile industry handles
safety critical systems software and eventually result in
greatly improved software reliability.
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For further reading on Sudden Acceleration
Dr Anderson has just published a paper in the IEEE
ACCESS Journal. that can be freely downloaded from:
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6777269
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Above © G. Francel 2012 - Aftermath of a double sudden acceleration in
a Toyota Highlander, November 2012
See also U tube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsTiPhcaeus
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